GPS Tracker Shop Launches Fleet Monitoring Device
Riverside, CA - December 30th 2012 - GPS Tracker Shop, the online authority in vehicle management
devices, has introduced a new GPS tracking device ideal for fleet tracking: the Sync GPS device.
Online PR News â€“ 02-January-2013 â€“ Riverside, CA - December 30th 2012 - GPS Tracker Shop, the
online authority in vehicle management devices, has introduced a new GPS tracking device ideal for fleet
tracking: the Sync GPS device.
Â
Sync GPS tracker device is a real-time tracker that plugs in directly to the on board diagnostic port of any
automobile. It can be used to safeguard assets, as well as enhance the fleet and vehicle efficiency of any
business. Sync GPS device pulls power directly from the target automobile allowing the user to never worry
about battery life.
Â
"We are excited and pleased with the new GPS Tracker Shop offerings. We have had businesses already
remark that the real-time trackers have paid for themselves in increased efficiency and employee production,"
said Ryan Horban, a GPS Tracker Shop representative. "The Sync GPS device is extremely user-friendly,
with no software to download. The real-time tracker is a totally web-based solution configured to work directly
out of the box!"
Â
Sync GPS device offers a vast range of tracking features and programmable alerts that can be set up to work
via tablet, smart phone or computer. Alerts can be configured directly from the LandAirSea SilverCloud web
portal to automatically send an email and or cellular text message to the user if the target vehicle leaves a
pre-set zone or speeds. Every location is generated by an interval track with a built-in electronic 3D
accelerometer that is programmed to automatically transmit locational data every time motion is detected.
Â
The Sync GPS device works great for vehicle management, fleet tracking and auto-theft security.
Â
For additional info on this new fleet tracking system please contact GPS Tracker Shop 951-705-9503 or visit
www.gps-tracker.com
Â
About GPS Tracker Shop
Â
GPS Tracker Shop is headquartered in Southern California and is a online store dedicated to providing the
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most sophisticated monitoring solutions on the market. They offer wireless location products and services for
companies, government agencies, and personal safety, including GPS car tracking, fleet management,
automotive monitoring and more.
Â
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